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Company B was the innovator in its field and the leader in a segment 

of high-tech wellness equipment. Historically, it has been successfully 

selling to fitness and athletic facilities, athletic departments, as well as 

employer-based health centers. Company B obtained new clients by 

actively participating in trade shows and employed a large-size team of 

sales reps for direct selling. The company developed a substantial amount 

of wellness-related content, which was widely popular on social media and 

with bloggers.

 

Even prior to COVID-19 crisis, Company B reached a saturation point in 

acquiring new customers in the fitness market. It reached the point of 

setting more and more aggressive goals with fewer prospects to acquire. 

The leadership started looking into the medical field for expansion as a 

natural fit for the product and was encouraged by international adoption of 

the equipment by the medical researcher and practicing providers. 

Company B quickly discovered the major difference between the fitness 

and medical industry: longer and more complex sales cycles, providers 

not familiar or comfortable with the new technology, and lack of brand 

recognition/ awareness.

With COVID-19, fitness facilities closed, and some started going out of 

business. Trade shows were cancelled for 2020 and existing markets 

became unviable sales targets.

Client Background

Main Client Challenges

Sense of urgency in finding new market segments and different 
buyers increased and Company B was looking for help on  
finding top-funnel leads.
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A new team was formed to pursue the medical segment with an internal 

promotion of a successful sales rep from fitness to head medical sales. 

With no marketing expertise, plans to increase industry awareness and 

multi-channel demand gen roadmap were not developed. The new team 

lacked proper automation, marketing assets relevant to the new segment, 

and digital marketing / multi-channel marketing know-how. The content 

program was not producing assets for the medical audience, the website 

did not have landing pages for the new types of buyers, and the buying 

journey was inconvenient and had many frictions in place.

The new medical team found familiar email outreach to be highly 

unproductive in this segment. They reached out to 500 medical 

professionals on a regular basis with ~5% open rate. The team needed a 

larger list, a new email approach, and a multi-channel plan to maximize the 

awareness and response from key target accounts in the new segment.

The most limiting internal constraint, however, was the traditional single-

channel model of market development with no digital strategies applied  

or technology used to expand into the new industry.

 

To help with the transition, the BDMT Global team was engaged to lay the 

foundation of an ABM (Account Based Marketing) program by developing a 

list of key decision-makers at target accounts and generating interest from 

the new medical segment in support of business growth objectives. 

In addition, due to lack of internal digital marketing and multi-channel 

outreach experience and no marketing hires in place, BDMT provided 

multiple trainings for the Client B’s personnel to transfer knowledge and 

best practices in the areas of ABM Selling, Email Marketing, LinkedIn 

Marketing, Multi-Channel Marketing, Marketing Automation, etc.

Project Goals

Internal Success Constraints
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BDMT team responded to challenges of Client B in the following sequence:

Approach, Solutions & Impact

Strategy and Execution Gaps. Strategic advisory consulting regarding 

gaps assessment and remediation (people, skills, tools, methods) based on 

interviewing seven internal decision-makers, including the CEO.

Key Buyer Personas. Built personas for key decision-makers in new unfamiliar 

segments, comprehensive with the industry associations they belong to, sub-

specialties catalogs, title variations, education background, including the total 

of 34 data elements per persona.

Buying Cycles and Decision-Making Process. Identified Medical Research 

industry cycles and purchasing / decision-making differences to enable 

Client B’s group-based selling (vs selling to one individual). 

Highly Specialized Target List. Developed a new target list for Top 100 target 

accounts (600 decision-makers with verified emails) and 100+ additional 

high-potential targets outside of designated target segments. Client B didn’t 

have a target list in the past, relying on trade shows to fill its lead pipeline. 

Conducted deep research on each ABM target to enable personalization

Landing Pages. Developed and optimized four new targeted landing pages 

to fit key persona profiles

A

B

C

D

E
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Multi-Channel Outreach Planning and Testing.  Planned a multi-channel 

outreach, including LinkedIn, email, virtual sales events Adopted research-

based messaging with multiple content personalization opportunities. 

New Personalized Messaging. Wrote and tested new messaging (8 touches) 

and opening lines to engage new segments on multiple channels with highly 

personalized messaging, aimed at creating higher levels of trust among cold 

prospects. 

Email Channel Optimization. Optimized email marketing for highest open 

rates and deliverability (average Open Rate of 20%, reaching in some batches 

50%+)

Trainings to Enable Transformation. Heavily trained the newly formed 

internal medical team on marketing and ABM selling best practices with 

practical advice and specific examples 

F

G

H

I

How exactly did BDMT  
achieve these milestones  
and delivered value-to-customer?

Strategy Assessment and Gaps Closing

Strategic consulting approach to diagnose internal weaknesses and op-

portunities for development enabled BDMT Global team discussions with 

the Client B’s CEO and his executive management. Our key takeaway from 

the audit of their GTM and organizational strengths & weaknesses was an 

urgent need for a digital transformation, if Company B wanted to meet their 

sales goals in a brand new market. 

Company B was behind industry standards in internal marketing & techni-

cal capabilities in the new medical team and lacked adoption of advanced 

market-facing technologies and digital funnel-building methods. While re-

lying on trade shows and direct selling, Client B incurred very high custom-

er acquisition cost vs medical equipment sellers who adopted digital funnel 

and inbound marketing to supply its funnel with cheaper leads.

https://www.BDMTGlobal.com
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B

C

D

BDMT Global team advised on new market funnel building using a com-

prehensive multi-dimensional “recipe” approach. It consists of identifying all 

missing organizational elements such as technology, people skills, content, 

messaging, tools, implementation methods, etc, and advising on how to 

put them in place with all interdependencies that exist between them. 

Built Four Differentiated Personas for the New Target Market 

Client B has never developed or implemented personas before – they have 

been selling equipment to fitness center owners and employee health 

benefits executives with standard commercial buyer profiles who have 

been sole decision-makers. The medical team had no background in the 

medical profession and was very unfamiliar with the research and practi-

tioners’ profiles.

Through secondary and primary research (i.e. interviewing medical profes-

sionals), BDMT Global team was able to reconstruct daily work life, chal-

lenges, needs and pain points of the key buyer personas in order to reflect 

on them in personalized communication. 

Identified Buying Cycles and Enabled Team-Centric Selling

Medical field and medical research field have more complex purchasing 

decision-making vehicles, cycles, committees, and timelines. Multiple peo-

ple, functions, sometimes institutions are involved in the same purchasing 

decision in this industry. Client B needed to adopt a different approach vs 

selling to a sole decision-maker as well as start anticipating buying pro-

cess starts based on funding approval cycles and proactively reach out to 

potential buyers.

BDMT Global team  identified key purchasing cycles, heads of departments 

making the decisions, key researchers in charge of research budgets and 

provided sample mapping of groups that make decisions and influence 

each other because of the focus on the same topic.

Developed Specialized Target List of 700 Decision-Makers

Client B needed a larger target list of specific personas from different parts 

of the medical provider’s organization, inclusive of emails, which are noto-

riously hard to obtain. Our team used proprietary methods of completing 

valid email lists with 95% email completion rate at 95% accuracy.

https://www.BDMTGlobal.com
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E

H

G

I

Designed Landing Pages Including Relevant Content for Each Persona

Prospect experience needs to have continuity between multiple touches. 

Because Client B didn’t have any landing pages suitable for the medical 

community, we tested multiple versions of copy that matches persona’s 

key pain points, use cases variations, addressed specific rejection points, 

and provided testimonials from current customers whose profile was close 

to the target persona’s profile.

Proposed Multi-Channel Outreach Planning and Small-Batch Testing

Medical team relied solely on cold emails for incoming leads. Medical pro-

fessionals are notoriously busy, especially considering COVID-19 outbeak, 

to respond to and even consume emails that are non-essential. BDMT 

Team demonstrated the multi-channel ABM plan examples and proposed 

multi-channel approach to include its award-winning virtual sales event 

approach, combined with email, LinkedIn, and webinar strategy. 

Introduced New Personalized Messaging

Primary differentiation of all messaging for Client B prospects BDMT team 

built included significant educational value and usage of personalized 

information to create a 1:1 messaging look and feel vs mass-marketing 

outreach. ABM programs targeted at high-value prospects, who can easily 

spot generic content, require high-touch communications. Our sample out-

reach proved the value of personalization: prospects opened emails with 

personalized subject lines 60% more often than targeted ones.

Optimized Email Channel and Flagged Deliverability Issues

Identified Client B’s email domain authentication problems causing inbox 

landing of under 80%. Recommended corrective methods. Implemented a 

temporary email channel, warmed it up, and tested multiple subject lines, 

day and time of deployment, and batching to increase inbox placement. 

Optimized email marketing for highest open rates and deliverability (av-

erage Open Rate of 20%, reaching in some batches 50%+). Short program 

duration didn’t allow optimization for CTR and some segments were harder 

to reach via email

Conducted Multiple Trainings to Enable Transformation. 

To ensure the long-lasting impact of our engagement, BDMT leaders 

trained Client B’s teams (sales, marketing, business development, medical 

team) on intermediate and advanced ABM and Marketing skills.

https://www.BDMTGlobal.com
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Results

As a result of BDMT engagement, Client B received the following deliverables  

to enable long-term transformation and ensure short-term pipeline impact:

• Strategy and capabilities audit and gap closing recommendations

• Key personas in the new market segment

• Multi-channel planning samples and strategies

• New properly formatted ABM Target list with 700+ verified decision-makers

• Deep insights about each decision-maker for personalized outreach

• Five 1 hour+ customized trainings on key Marketing and ABM skills

• Recommendations on new marketing technology

• 25 hot leads (3.6% lead rate) with lead score 10+ (1 point for each action across 

8 touches), representing the pipeline of $250,000

• 34 hot accounts with combined scores of 10 or more across multiple target 

account contacts, representing the pipeline of $680,000+ 

Outside of the specific impact, BDMT team observed changes in Client B’s team 

approaches and lasting impact of the new skills training. Company’s culture also 

has been affected in a sense that the Client B’s leadership considers technolo-

gy-based digital transformation to be an essential   

investment to maintain market dominance and achieve sales goals under the 

challenging economy of COVID-19.

Persona Sent Emails Open Rate Click Rate Bounce Rate

Persona A 596 26.68% 1.34% 1.51%

Persona B 751 18.11% 1.46% 1.46%

Persona C 253 12.65% 0 0

Persona D 114 28.82% 1.75% 0

Additional Segment  
Proactively  
Identified

355 48.17% 1.69% 1.41%
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Outsourced marketing solutions are not one size fits all. If you are not looking to outsource all sales and 

marketing entirely, but there are tactics your in-house marketing team never tried deploying, marketing 

tools and tactics your marketing team is not familiar with, or you are entering unfamiliar territory of a new 

market or segment, an outsourced services provider with an already established team and expertise 

can be a great solution for you.

As an experienced outsourced provider, we work side-by-side with in-house marketing teams and will 

work with your team to execute your vision, pursuing your best interests. At BDMT Global we pride our-

selves on being able to blend in as an addition to any marketing and sales team and drive results. We 

specialize in business development, go-to-market strategy, marketing automation, and digital market-

ing and can support your organization in a variety of ways. If you are just setting up a marketing team, we 

can be a model for new hires to help continue with your success. 

Our success is completely tied to your success and your success is our priority.

Custom Outsourced  
Solutions to Support You
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(508) 397-2727 (USA),
010.6324.2609 (Seoul) 

295 Devonshire St, 4th Floor, 
Boston, MA 02110

Contact Us

Headquartered in Boston, Business Development & Marketing Transformation (BDMT) Global is led by a 

group of award-winning experts focusing on specific industries such as life sciences, medical devices, 

health & wellness, technology, manufacturing, entrepreneurship, and crowdfunding.  BDMT Global, an 

international division of TribalVision Worldwide (an Inc.5000 Fastest Growing Company), is an outsourced 

business growth and marketing execution team offering strategic go-to-market, business development, 

and marketing services for international companies trying to break into the U.S. market and other parts of 

the world.

The division is led by Suzy Im, SVP of TribalVision Worldwide and the Managing Partner of BDMT Global. 

Suzy is an internationally recognized name in global BD (Business Development) and MT (Marketing 

Transformation) and has been featured in publications such as Fortune Magazine. 

Learn more about BDMT Global at https://bdmtglobal.com/.
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